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When diffusion is active in an ionizing stream of electrons the experimental 
Townsend coefficient of ionization exT is not simply the ratio Vl/W of Vi, the average 
rate of volume ionization per electron, to the drift speed W of the electrons, as was 
implied by Townsend's interpretation of exT, but is given by the formula (Huxley 
1959) 

exT = A-P. = A{1-(1-2exl/A)1}, (1) 

in which 2A = WID, where D is the coefficient of diffusion in the gas, exl = Vl/W, 
and p. = (A2_2Aexl)1. Also 

as. D -+0, A -+ 00 and exT -+ exl = Vl/W, (2) 

in conformity with Townsend's interpretation of exT. 

These matters have been discussed recently in the literature (see Crompton 
1967), and the theory of steady currents in gases has been given (Burch and Huxley 
1967) in which the effects both of diffusion and of the electrodes are incorporated. 

In what follows the properties of an ionizing and travelling pulse of electrons, 
spreading by diffusion as it advances through the gas, are examined, and a measure 
of insight into the physical basis of formula (1) is thus achieved. 

It is assumed throughout that D and Ware constant and thus independent 
of the spatial coordinates (x, y, z) and of the time t. 

Equation of Continuity 

The analysis is based on the equation of continuity, which here is 

dn/dt = D. V 2n-W.gradn+vln, (3) 

in whichn = n(x,y,z,t) is the number density ofthe electrons. When I WI = Wz = W, 
then W. grad n = W on/oz. It is therefore assumed without loss of generality that 
W is parallel to the axis +Oz. 

The one-dimensional number density is 

q(z, t) = f: 5-: n dx dy , 

and q(z, t) dz is the number of electrons contained between the planes z = constant 
and z+dz = constant. It is assumed that the stream is of finite lateral extent such 
that n and grad n are zero when I x I and I y I are large. 
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Apply the operator J: J-: dxdy to all terms of equation (3) to obtain 

1 dq o2q oq 
-- = --2A-+2Aoclq, 
Ddt oz2 oz 

(4) 

with 

2A = WjD, q = q(z,t). 

The flux F of particles across a plane z = constant is (in unit time) 

F = (W-Dojoz)q(z,t). 

Growth and Progress of a Pulse 

Consider the following solution of equation (4) 

q(z, t) = tN(7TDt)-IJ exp(ocl Wt) exp{ -(z-Wt)2j4Dt} , (5) 

which represents a moving and diffusing pulse that begins from the plane z = 0 at 
t = 0 as a a-function containing N particles. 

Note that: 

(1) The total population of the pulse at time t is 

5-: 5-: q(z, t) dz = N exp(ocl Wt) ; 

its growth factor is exp(ocl Wt) = exp(vlt). 

(2) The relative distribution of particles in the pulse is the same as that when 
Vi = 0; that is to say, the "shape" of the pulse is unaffected by the process of 
ionization by collision when D, W, and Vi are independent of position, as has 
been assumed. 

(3) The distance Zmax at which q = qmax, its greatest value at a given time t, is 
z = Zmax = Wt; thus the "crest" of the pulse, which is also its centroid, 
progresses at speed W. Conversely, the time t = tmax at which the crest 
crosses the plane z = constant is tmax = zjW. Consequently, the pulse travels 
in the same manner as a pulse in which Vi = 0, apart from the overall growth 
factor exp(vit). 

The solution of equation (3) that is adopted in equation (5) was used by Lucas 
(1964) to interpret the growth of continuous currents between plane electrodes in 
terms of a succession of pulses and their images. 

Total Number of Particles that cross the Geometrical Plane z = constant 

This number is 

T(z) = Jooo (W -D ojoz) q(z, t)dt. (6) 
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The number is not Nexp(ocizmax) except in the absence of diffusion, when the 
pulse travels as a a-function whose growth factor is the same for all its particles, 
namely, exp(OCiZmax) = exp(ocTz). In a pulse that spreads by diffusion as it travels, 
particles cross the fixed geometrical plane at different times t, and those that CroBB 
ahead of the crest do so with smaller values of the growth factor than the values of 
those that cross after the crest. There is no a priori reason why the mean value of 
these growth factors should have the value of the growth factor of the centroid. 
In fact, as shown below, the growth factor ofT(z) in equation (6) is indeed exp{(.\-p.)z} 
in agreement with equation (I). 

Consider 

I(z) = roo q(z,t) dt = ~f 00 exp(vit) exp{-(z- Wt)2J4Dt} dt. 
J 0 2171 0 (Dt)l 

Put 8 = Dt, p. = (.\2-2.\OCi)1, and expand and regroup the terms of the exponent to 
obtain 

I() N exp(.\z) f 00 ( ) exp( -z2J4s) dB z = exp -p.8 . 
217ID 0 81 

But (Watson 1944) 

f 00 exp( -p8) exp( -z2J48) dB = 2v+1 plv Kv(plz) . 
o 8v+1 Zv 

Put v = -t; p = p. to find 

I(z) = (NJ2D)p.-1 exp{(.\-p.)z}, 

and from equation (6) 

T(z) = (W -D dJdz) I(z) = N{(.\+p.)j2p.}exp{(.\-p.)z}. (7) 

Steady Ourrent 

The emission of particles at a uniform rate i at the plane z = 0 can be considered 
as a sequence of pulses of content i dt emitted at short intervals dt. Thus if in equation 
(7) N is replaced by i dt and the summation is made over an interval of time t,the 
total number of particles crossing the plane z = constant in this time is 

it = Nt{(.\+p.)J2p.}exp{(.\-p.)z} , 

and consequently the current across the plane is 

i = N{(.\+p.)J2p.}exp{(.\-p.)z} = ioexp(ocTz), (8) 

where 

io = N(.\+p.)j2p. and OCT = .\-p. = '\{I-(1-2ocij.\)1}. 

The same formula (8) is obtained by summing the instantaneous fluxes of particles 
across the plane z = constant, contributed by pulses i dt that have travelled for times 
ranging from t = 0 to t = 00. 
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Direct Method 

Equation (8) is, of course, more readily derived from the steady state form of 
equation (4) (dqjdt = 0), namely, 

d2qjdz2 -2..\dqjdz +2>"Ofiq = 0, 

the general solution of which is 

q = A exp{(..\-/L)z} +Bexp{(..\+/L)z}. 

The solution appropriate to a stream proceeding to Z = 00 is that with B = O. 
Consequently 

i = (W-Ddjdz)q(z) = A(..\+/L)exp{(..\-/L)z}, 

Let io be the value of i given by this formula when Z = O. It follows that 

i = ioexp{(..\-/L)z} = iOexp(OfTz), 

Evidently the relationship OfT = >"-/L = >..{1-(1-2Ofij>..)t} is a property of the 
stream and is not to be attributed to the influence of the electrodes. 
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